IntelliJ IDEA 11 117.216 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-83784 (Usability
Problem)

Settings -> Plugins -> Browse repositories -> Please improve contrast for installed plugins

IDEA-84061 (Cosmetic
s)

Inspections/General description: "Analyse | Inspect Code" should be corrected to "Code | Inspect
Code"

IDEA-80944 (Bug)

Flexmojos build configuration: can't create HTML wrapper template

IDEA-83956 (Bug)

ruby plugin is incompatible with IDEA 11.1.1

IDEA-81598 (Bug)

Compare Directories: context menu suggests not applicable actions

IDEA-78873 (Bug)

IDEA loses VCS history of a file if it is moved from/to outside of project root

IDEA-84017 (Bug)

Command Z does not do Undo with last edits

IDEA-83443 (Bug)

junit4 test method template deletes method body after name substitution

Android
IDEA-83572 (Usability
Problem)

@TargetApi and @SuppressLint not supported

IDEA-83680 (Usability
Problem)

Existent AVDs isn't listed in Prefer AVD list on Run/Debug configuration window

IDEA-83671 (Cosmetic
s)

Android: there is an inspection named 'Android'

IDEA-83482 (Cosmetic
s)

Android: change \"dp\" to "dp" in Convert to "dp" intention

IDEA-81559 (Bug)

ClassNotFoundException when starting Android app, even though class is in the project

IDEA-84070 (Bug)

Android Resources Validation inspection - @null should be a valid attribute value

IDEA-83661 (Bug)

ProGuard doesn't work with Android tools r17

IDEA-84162 (Bug)

Android: if there is an error in a project, R.java file is regenerated each two seconds; this makes
Class Name Completion to fall into infinite loop

IDEA-67422 (Bug)

Cannot run Android Tests from Project View

IDEA-83716 (Bug)

Element <animated-rotate> in drawable xml does not validate

IDEA-83980 (Bug)

App name not escaped in Android resources

IDEA-84320 (Bug)

IllegalArgumentException building library project with common package name and common defined
permission.

IDEA-82976 (Bug)

Including apklib still results in "java.util.zip.ZipException: duplicate entry: AndroidManifest.xml"

IDEA-83502 (Bug)

Android: Previous, Next and Finish buttons are missing in "Export Application Package Wizard"
dialog on Mac OS

AspectJ
IDEA-83988 (Usability
Problem)

Wrong help page opens for an AspectJ facet in the Project Structure dialog

Code Coverage
IDEA-83848 (Usability
Problem)

Coverage View: Don't grab focus

IDEA-84232 (Bug)

Coverage auto scroll from source does not scroll to correct place

ColdFusion
IDEA-84169 (Feature)

Returntype completion in cfscript function definition

IDEA-83144 (Bug)

Find Usages doesn't work for CFML

IDEA-83146 (Bug)

No property attributes insight in scripted CFC

IDEA-83139 (Bug)

Annotations with : in them show up as an error

IDEA-83527 (Bug)

Syntax checking complains about function named "default" in cfscript

IDEA-83105 (Bug)

Cfscript lines after else if indented too far by code formatter

IDEA-83116 (Bug)

Syntax error - For in loop with inline array

IDEA-83121 (Bug)

On Script components 'mappedSuperClass' is not available

IDEA-81974 (Bug)

IDEA 11.x removes space after <cfset when reformatting code style and line is longer than Right
Margin value

Compiling Project
IDEA-83859 (Bug)

IDEA forgets about the moved resource in case of project closure

Debugger
IDEA-84100 (Bug)

Code completion does not work for Spring injected beans in debugger

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-83805 (Bug)

When duplicating a line, Ctrl+D moves cursor to the start of line

IDEA-83402 (Bug)

Caret is placed at the end of line when user joins two lines by a backspace

Find, Replace,
Find Usages
IDEA-83478 (Bug)

Find in Path is not working correctly (missing occurences)

IDEA-83548 (Bug)

Find in Path not working when search string contains a dot with a string after it.

Flash/Flex
IDEA-83987 (Feature)

Regression: IDEA 11.1 Flex run configuration does no longer allow to select HTML wrapper

IDEA-80209 (Usability
Problem)

maven reimport causes pointless iml changes

IDEA-84142 (Usability
Problem)

extract function: default scope must be class

IDEA-84265 (Usability
Problem)

Flex, create HTML wrapper: don't allow creating wrapper template in folder that clashes with
module content/src root

IDEA-84076 (Bug)

Flex: if the main class is overriden in run configuration, navigation to project structure errors is
broken

IDEA-83887 (Bug)

Flex, Introduce variable: don't suggest to introduce variable for the left operand of the assignment
expression

IDEA-83153 (Bug)

Socket.remoteAddress property not recognized

IDEA-82656 (Bug)

Compile issues after opening a maven based actionscript project

IDEA-73222 (Bug)

flexmojos sdk is not created if pointed to the same flex version but with different home path

IDEA-84281 (Bug)

Flex, Introduce variable: ctrl+alt+v in else if condition breaks the code

IDEA-84039 (Bug)

Recursive file copy in case HTML wrapper template directory is the same as the module directory.

IDEA-83535 (Bug)

NullPointerException during compilation of FlexUnit tests if -link-report options is set

IDEA-84095 (Bug)

Flash/Flex: MovieClip "scaleMode" metadata marked as "Unknown metadata attribute"

IDEA-83698 (Bug)

Maven reimport cause loosing all build configurations for flex module

IDEA-83612 (Bug)

MXML files in src/test/main can no longer be run

IDEA-83787 (Exception
)

Flex, Introduce Variable: ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException on 'new Vector'

GWT
IDEA-55374 (Bug)

gwt: "Unused declaration" inspection in Java editor does not respect references from JSNI code

IDEA-84404 (Bug)

GWT Unit Test Support Completely Broken in Intellij 11.1.1

IDEA-83979 (Bug)

GWT module will not be compiled before GWT compiler run

Groovy
IDEA-83672 (Bug)

error: name clash: expandChildren(Object,Class<?>) and expandChildren(Object,Class) have the
same erasure

IDEA-84141 (Bug)

Starting Groovy Shell throws a NoClassDefFoundError if pom.xml references groovy as dependency

IDEA-83878 (Bug)

Assertion in the groovy shell window kills the shell

Haxe
IDEA-83309 (Feature)

haXe: Comment actions support

IDEA-83853 (Feature)

Getter/Setter AutoComplete/Validation/Generate

IDEA-83802 (Bug)

Haxe: goto super should work from class contents, not only from class name element

IDEA-83998 (Bug)

Import statements do not get resolved properly

IDEA-83583 (Bug)

haXe: classes with macros aren't parsed

IDEA-83586 (Bug)

haXe: Cannot run url as custom file

IDEA-83747 (Bug)

-debug flag not added to .hxml compile file when debugging application

Indices
IDEA-84316 (Performa
nce Problem)

Is this why 11.1.1 feels so sluggish?

Java. Code
Completion
IDEA-84428 (Usability
Problem)

Basic completion not working for methods from static imports

IDEA-84021 (Bug)

Inconsistent behaviour expanding camel humps code completion

IDEA-83774 (Bug)

Completion for anonymous class is incorrectly aligned when class is not accessible in the scope

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-84255 (Bug)

Cannot use Tab key to go through refactoring template steps after using the suggestion to create
method or constructor... and the template prematurely ends when I use the mouse

IDEA-83723 (Bug)

Intruduce constant refactoring fails on specific string

JavaScript
IDEA-84408 (Feature)

add support for "@type {ChromeEvent}"

IDEA-84278 (Usability
Problem)

Extract method: highlight suggested scope in editor

IDEA-83990 (Cosmetic
s)

JS, extract method refactoring: increase the height of 'name' field in 'Extract function' dialog

IDEA-84477 (Bug)

JSTestDriver complains on wrong port

IDEA-84364 (Bug)

Don't allow function calls as left hand side of assignments

IDEA-83942 (Bug)

Javascript libraries: download dialog allows to select several items, but only the first one will be
actually used

IDEA-83944 (Bug)

Javascript: Wrong warning on assignment to member of 'window'

IDEA-83701 (Bug)

let variables are not resolved in javascript

IDEA-83807 (Bug)

Destructuring assignments not fixed yet

IDEA-83986 (Bug)

JS, Extract Method refactoring: don't suggest placing extracted method outside <script> HTML tag

IDEA-83982 (Bug)

JS: AssertionError on 'extract method' refactoring if 'xml tag ...' is chosen as refactoring scope

IDEA-84049 (Bug)

JS, Extract method: don't allow extracting empty line

IDEA-67696 (Bug)

show javascript libraries in project view

IDEA-84418 (Bug)

Members missing in javascript code-completion

IDEA-84263 (Bug)

JS, Extract Method: allow refactoring if the cursor is on empty line, but selection contains a valid
expression

IDEA-82503 (Bug)

Dangerous extraction of variable in JS

IDEA-83841 (Bug)

After upgrade to IntelliJ IDEA 11.1.1 I'm seeing half of the names in multi-file JavaScript code
marked as undefined.

IDEA-84395 (Bug)

JSDoc generation: guess "class" type from JSDoc

IDEA-84175 (Bug)

Node.js: core modules sources dialog issues

IDEA-84177 (Bug)

Node js: build-in functions don't resolve, although show up in completion

IDEA-83365 (Bug)

Good JS code is yellow: False warning for "Possible iteration over unexpected (custom / inherited)
members"

IDEA-84371 (Bug)

Cannot rename top-level function with @constructor annotation

IDEA-84194 (Bug)

setting up usage scope for JavaScript library does not bring completion and navigation

IDEA-84068 (Bug)

JS, Extract Method: invalid code generated for 'object assigned to <var_name>' scope

IDEA-84067 (Bug)

JS, Extract Method: extracting Object initialization breaks the code

Maven
IDEA-83529 (Usability
Problem)

"No 'm2' defined" balloon could contain link to open settings

IDEA-20280 (Usability
Problem)

Maven runner says "no valid maven installation found"

IDEA-84020 (Performa
nce Problem)

Maven performance problem when importing

IDEA-84484 (Bug)

Make with maven integration always re-copies resources even when they haven't changed

IDEA-84044 (Bug)

'null' URL allowed in maven service configurable

IDEA-77897 (Bug)

Maven dependency marked wrongly as duplicate although dependencies have different scopes

Packaging and
Installation
IDEA-82564 (Feature)

Installation patch: support verification of patch file against checksum

IDEA-84112 (Bug)

com.intellij.execution.util.ExecUtil#sudoAndGetOutput incompatible with Kubuntu 12.04+ as xterm
is no longer installed by default

IDEA-82294 (Bug)

NoClassDefFoundError: com/intellij/idea/Main$1

IDEA-79262 (Bug)

Patch Updater cannot create new binary executable (permissions are lost)

Spring
IDEA-84351 (Bug)

"Bean must implement one of '...' interfaces: '...'"

IDEA-83717 (Bug)

Good code Red: Injected javax.inject.Provider<Type> triggers "Autowiring for Bean" red underline,
but not red name.

IDEA-80146 (Bug)

Spring EL: good code shows red when injecting String using @Value annotation

Task
Management
IDEA-84075 (Bug)

Task manager cant' connect to Jira Server

Template
Languages.
FreeMarker
IDEA-84035 (Bug)

Ides does not see internal declarations

Unit Testing.
JUnit
IDEA-77077 (Bug)

Cannot create test class for interface (useful for Spring Data JPA)

IDEA-23271 (Bug)

Go to Test / Test Subject doesn't work properly for enums

User Interface
IDEA-78716 (Usability
Problem)

Master password prompt is "hidden"

IDEA-84110 (Cosmetic
s)

New | JavaScript file dialog size is small and doesn't remember size

IDEA-76946 (Bug)

Using java2d xrender pipeline produced garbage in editor pane

Version Control
IDEA-77303 (Bug)

File copying : "Overwriting" removes the file without creating new one

IDEA-52496 (Exception
)

NPE in FileStatusManagerImpl

Version Control.
Git
IDEA-83670 (Bug)

CME during push

IDEA-83604 (Bug)

Git: delete local branch causes null error

IDEA-83622 (Exception
)

IAE

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-83772 (Cosmetic
s)

'Password' label must be disabled when "Use P4CONFIG" selected

IDEA-82609 (Bug)

Files under Perforce control not longer show up as such

IDEA-84042 (Bug)

Refactor->Rename will delete package contents if case is changed

IDEA-82724 (Bug)

Perforce: for project with multiple roots with different VCS providers don't report errors for files
that are not under p4 on going online

IDEA-84126 (Bug)

Perforce: unchecking PerforceIsOnline option doesn't make integration go to offline mode if 'switch
to offline mode automatically' option is off

IDEA-84148 (Bug)

Perforce: commit fails with unclear error message for restricted changelist

IDEA-73046 (Bug)

Perforce: Windows: support for client workspace with multiple drives

IDEA-16142 (Bug)

Cross module copying (with P4)

IDEA-82676 (Bug)

Too many p4 requests during updating perforce changelists in a project with multiple roots under
the same workspace

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-83503 (Exception
)

NPE at org.jetbrains.idea.svn.SvnDiffProvider.getCurrentRevision

Version Control.
TFS
IDEA-83065 (Bug)

Refactored (moved) class cannot be annotated with TFS

